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in 1974, six extraordinary men made the ultimate commitment to one
another when they and a handful of other participants banded together
as the chicago freemen and set up camp outside of eldorado, kansas.

what ensued was a daring and far-reaching experiment in the minds and
physical challenges the men faced. over a period of several months, they

weathered the trials of hunger, dehydration, and imprisonment. their
leader, arlo eldredge, championed the lives and stories of those who had

run from society and were content to live simply. and he taught his
compatriots that we must all stand together in order to overcome the evil

in ourselves. together, they created a new way of living based on their
sense of community. (in english and german, with english subtitles.) read
more based on a life of apparent privilege, free men from free to live is
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an immersive portrait of a group of four men living in a communal prison
in rural kansas. as they walk the prison boundaries each morning, they

are measured and weighed. friends and family are separated and
interrogated, sometimes for several days, each time with new

information about where they might have been. under threat of
execution, the men give their statements. free men from free to live is a
cinematic exposé of one of the most controversial prisons of the 1970s.

in addition, it offers a rare glimpse into the lives of inmates at a time
when rehabilitation was not yet considered a viable model of correction.

(in english and german, with english subtitles.) read more military
prosecutor doberman subtitles is prepared by lee kwang soo director, its

role is to find the right people to meet and find out what makes them
tick. and its mission is to find the hearts of the people and help them

become good. so the plan was simple, to find someone that knew the girl
that shin hae loves, whats the point of knowing someone if he cant spend

time with them, it was now easier to get shin hae to go for a date with
him. he was the only one that could get shin hae to be willing to date.
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